
XS-460-500-540
These craft all share the same design
and are based on variable V-hull forms
with a high sheer bow, generous overall
beam and substantial 50cm tubes.
The XS-Value craft comes with a centre
console and there are several different
seating options available.  We also
offer a wide selection of metal work,
A-frames, diving cylinder racks, tow
posts, screens, extra protection to the
tubes, overall and console covers as
well as packages of boat motor and
trailer.
These craft are ideally suited to many
roles, the XS-460 is widely used as a
Sailing Club Rescue Craft and an ideal
entry level family sports boat. As you
move up the range the XS-500 with
its longer hull length suits use at sea
and this makes it an ideal ‘private’
dive boat as well as a sea going Club
Rescue craft and family sports boat.
The variable V-hull gives excellent
grip in the turn on calm water as well
as a soft ride in the rough.
The XS-540, the longest hull length
in the 2.2m beam range, provides an
ideal craft to start cruising with and
sufficient deck space to fit a substantial
amount of seating. As with all craft in
this range it is important to have the
right engine. Please do not hesitate
to contact us to discuss the best
combination of craft and motor to
suit your needs.

Model XS-460 XS-500 XS-540 XS-550 XS-600 XS-650 XS-700

Overall Length 4.6m 5m 5.4m 5.5m 6m 6.5m 7.2m

Internal Length 3.5m 3.9m 4.2m 4.3m 4.6m 5.2m 5.9m

Overall Beam 2.2m 2.2m 2.2m 2.6m 2.6m 2.6m 2.65m

Internal Beam 1.2m 1.2m 1.2m 1.6m 1.6m 1.6m 1.6m

Weight of Craft 220 Kgs 290 Kgs 340 Kgs 420 Kgs 500 Kgs 560 Kgs 695 Kgs

Tube Diameter 50 cm 50 cm 50 cm 50 cm 50 cm 50 cm 50 cm

Nos of Compartments 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Capacity Persons/Kgs 5+1 / 750 6+1 / 800 7 / 1000 9 / 1100 10 / 1200 12 / 1500 12 / 1800

Draft in Water (max) 60 cm 60 cm 60 cm 60 cm 85 cm 85 cm 85 cm

Motor Shaft Length Long Long Long L / XL L / XL L / XL L / XL

Max Power HP 60 hp 75 hp 90 hp 100 hp 150 hp 200 hp 225 hp

Max Weight of Motor 110 Kgs 150 Kgs 190 Kgs 190 Kgs 215 Kgs 360 Kgs 400 Kgs

Recommended HP 30-50 40-50 50-75 75-90 75-135 115-200 150-225

Certification (Category) Directive 94/25/EC C C C C C C C

XS-550
This variable deep V-hull craft with a
high sheer bow and substantial 2.6m
beam offers a stable craft, ideal for
diving, cruising and rescue work.

The deep V-hull and substantial
beam give this craft excellent
performance with motors of 75hp
and larger.

We offer a wide range of accessories
and seating options. Please contact
us for details.

XS-600
As the hull length increases the
available deck area for seating or
payload increases significantly. A
longer hull will often give better sea
keeping as well.

The generous beam and substantial
tubes combined with the increase in
hull volume allow larger and heavier
motors to be fitted to the craft.

A 6m boat is ideal for extended
cruising as adequate seating and
sufficient fuel capacity can easily be
accommodated.

We offer a wide range of accessories
and seating options. Please contact
us for details.

XS-650-700
These are the longest craft in our
2.6m beam range and share all of
the rough water features of their
smaller cousins - Deep variable V-hull,
high sheer bow, generous 50cm
tubes.

With a huge internal deck space,
seating combinations for up to 12
people are possible. We have these
models certified to MCA for passenger
and work boat use and they also
offer a superb platform for extended
off-shore cruising with the family.

We offer a wide range of accessories
and seating options. Please contact
us for details.
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Dimensions & weights are subject to a +/- 3% tolerance.  Weights are for basic boats and do NOT include accessories. 


